IP VPN
VIRTUAL & SECURE PRIVATE NETWORKS.
REAL VALUE.

Our customers love the cost-savings, the flexibility,
and the promise of worldwide connectivity. When
you need to extend your private connectivity
services into the Americas, you can depend on us to
provide exceptional value.

WHY OUR
SOLUTIONS
MEET YOUR NEEDS
RESILIENCY

EXPERTISE

While many other networks rely upon a single
network infrastructure, we can run our services
on top of any international and terrestrial cable
system. This approach allows us to provide
customized solutions that fit your specific needs
and budget while avoiding any of the inherent
limitations of using just one individual backbone.

We bring to our customers two decades of
experience operating one of the most
extensive networks in Latin America. You
can be confident that we can satisfy all of
your business needs with an unsurpassed
combination of regional reach, marketplace
knowledge, and business savvy.

REACH

SUPPORT

We’ve built an extensive, pan-regional network
that gives blue-chip enterprises a bridge into
the local networks of the Caribbean, Central
America, Mexico, North America and South
America. And we’ve supplemented this network
with a series of extended agreements with key
partners throughout Latin America covering all
the countries in the region.

We believe in personal support from dedicated
specialists, who intimately know their carrier
customers, talk to them often, and carefully
monitor their services “around the clock.” We
even assign two account representatives to
every customer, so someone will always be
there to provide personal attention when
needed. In sum, you’ll know our people, and
they’ll know you.

FEATURES
IP VPN MPLS based services powered by our award

Competitive Service Level Agreements (SLA) with robust

winning Software Defined network.

and resilient connectivity options to meet your mission
critical needs.

Multi-access technology that easily aligns with various
types of “last mile” connectivity.

Customizable options to meet business requirements,
including configuration, deployment and management of

Private and secure solutions that operate independently
customer premise equipment (CPE) at your network sites.
from the public Internet.
Network redundancy linking our next generation routers
Six Quality of Service (QoS) levels for traffic
with the customer equipment, combining the flexibility of
classification, scheduling and priority.
multiple router protocols with maximum back-up
Bandwidth options:from 1 Mbps to beyond 10 Gbps.

US: 1.877.918.3526
MX: 01.800.228.3526

protection.

Offering innovative, customer-driven communication
solutions for telecom carriers and blue-chip enterprise
customers throughout the Americas.

